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Why choose the golden proportion and not any other? Because 
the golden proportion allows the harmonic inclusivity, that is to say, that 
a greater and greater number of waves add and multiply constructively. 
Through what process do they do it? Through the conjugation of phase. 
This is a physical transformation of a wave field where the resulting field 
has an inverse direction of propagation but maintains its amplitudes and 
phases. When the waves make a phase conjugation they generate a bioactive 
field. This field has high efficiency in the distribution of charges, therefore, 
facilitates that the electromagnetic fields and gravitations of living beings 
are more distributable, more embeddable. 

 
And in which direction do these fields turn? to the right or to the 

left? they turn to the right, implosively, that is to say, they are centripetal. A 
centripetal force is one that acts on a body that moves in a circular trajectory 
and is directed towards the center around which the body is moving. There 
are two types of electromagnetic waves, the longitudinal and transverse 
waves. The type of waves used by the theraphi is longitudinal waves, which 
are waves in which the displacement of the medium is in the same direction 
or in the opposite direction to the direction of propagation of the wave. 
Longitudinal waves include sound waves and seismic waves (created by 
earthquakes and explosions) and in plasma fields.
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